
WARRANTY INFORMATION
Please Read Carefully

READ THIS FIRST!

The Tuff Truck Bag has a ONE YEAR PRODUCT WARRANTY issued from the day of purchase. The warranty is a standard manufacturer warranty that 
covers possible basic faults or defects of the bag.

For more info on returns NOT covered by the product warranty please see the Returns section 

on our website: www.TuffTruckBag.com.

This warranty DOES cover:
1. Bag seams coming undone.
2. Zipper breaking, not closing completely. (zipper teeth)
3. Corner rings: metal breaking, fabric tearing or coming undone
 (not PVC Waterproof Material - SEE BELOW)

This warranty DOES NOT cover:
1. Burn holes created in the bag.
2. Cuts, slices or holes poked through the bag.
3. Man-made damage to the bag.
4. Damage to the (included) tote bag, or 4 adjustable bungee cords.
5. Loose velcro, velcro strips falling off.
6. Too much tension causing the corner rings to rip off (DO NOT SET TOO 
 MUCH STRAP TENSION - SEE BELOW).

VERY IMPORTANT Corner Ring Information

• Too much tension WILL POSSIBLY TEAR OFF THE CORNER RINGS - this is NOT COVERED by the manufacturer warranty! Do not set your adjustable straps with too much cord  
 tension, tension is up to user so it cannot be covered.
 
• MAKE SURE that the bag sits comfortably ON THE BED OF THE TRUCK to ease tension on corner rings. 
 
• There are 8 corner rings, but ONLY 4 ARE NEEDED TO SECURE THE BAG in place. PLEASE NOTE that bag setup DOES NOT REQUIRE the use of all 8 corner rings. 8 rings are  
 only in place in case bag needs to sit in a different position such as on its side, etc…
 

TUFF TRUCK BAG SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT • DO NOT GET INSIDE BAG, OR ENCLOSED BAG. Air can be limited inside of enclosed bag space.
• There are 8 Total corner rings, BUT YOU ONLY NEED TO USE 4 corner rings to secure the bag in place.

Bag Setup Step-By-Step

1: Roll bag out fully, laying flat with 
the Tuff Truck Bag logo facing up.

2: Loosely connect adjustable bungee 
straps to truck bed, and top 4 corner 
rings (there are 8 total rings, but 
only 4 are needed to setup the bag).

3: Load bag with cargo, luggage, 
etc… Once bag is loaded close main 
zipper and adjust straps TO USER 
PREFERENCE.

Hook & Strap Setup: Step-By-Step

1: Connect strap hooks to bag 
corner and to truck bed. Slide  hook 
end through bag corner.

2: Pull hook up through the bag’s 
corner ring and loop cord into the 
small back hook. 

4: Procede the same way for all 4 
corner rings. All straps should be 
secure, but not too tight as to place 
too much tension on bags’ corners.

3: Loop larger hook around cord 
as shown above. Cord strap should 
stay in place, but still loose as to not 
place too much tension on rings.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Straps do not require much tension! 
Weight of cargo will keep the bag in 
place, the straps secure the bag from 
wind, or sliding during travel. Impor-
tant to note that straps and corner 
tension is set by USER and CAN NOT 
be under warranty because of this. 
Corners are secure and heavy duty, but 
minimal strap settings will work fine to 
fasten the bag in place.


